
 

CONSIGNMENT AGREEMENT 
 
It is hereby agreed between Northern Arts, LLC, (herein called “the Collective,”) and Artist:  
 
Name___________________________________________Phone__________________________  
 
Address_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
City_____________________________________State______________Zip___________________  
 
Email 
________________________________________________________________________________  
that the Collective shall exhibit and sell the Artist Member’s work under the following conditions:  
 
DEFINITIONS 
 

1) Consignment Artist: Artist with artwork being sold on consignment who does not pay a monthly fee or have access to the 
Collective’s workshop. 

2) Membership Artist: Artist who pays a monthly fee and has access to the Collective’s workshop.  
3) Exhibition Period: The exhibition period is from May 1 to Labor Day.  

 
TERMS 
 

4) All artwork hereby consigned for exhibition and sale through the Collective is itemized, described, and priced at retail. 
Artist warrants such works to be free of inherent vice, to be his/her own original creations, and to be the unencumbered 
property of Artist. Artist retains ownership and all legal rights pertaining to their artwork unless, and until, it has been 
purchased.  

5) The artworks to be consigned must be inventoried using the attached inventory sheet. Additional lists may be incorporated 
into this agreement if signed by both parties.  

6) No work will be accepted or exhibited unless membership dues are current (if applicable). Past due membership fees will 
be withheld from any and all payouts due the Artist.  

7) Artwork must remain available to the Collective during the Exhibition Period in which it has been accepted unless it has 
been sold. The Collective shall have the right to determine how and when artwork will be exhibited. At the conclusion of 
the Exhibition Period, all unsold work may be returned to the Artist or exchanged for new/different work.  

8) The Collective will pay the Consignment Artist 60% of the retail price of any item sold. The Collective will pay the 
Membership Artist 85% of the retail price of any item sold. The Membership Artist agrees to pay a monthly fee of $85 due 
on the first of each month.  

9) If Artist agrees to volunteer time at the Collective, Artist will be required to sign a separate Volunteer Agreement which will 
specify the percentage of sales they will receive for their exhibited Artwork. The terms of the Volunteer Agreement will 
supersede the terms of this Consignment Agreement. 

10) The Collective will collect and pay sales tax on all sales. Payments to the Artist will be made in the first week of the month 
following the sale.  

11) Delivery to and from the Collective shall be the responsibility of the Artist. The Artist shall deliver all artwork prior to the 
Collective’s published delivery deadlines. All work that has been taken down from an exhibit, or which has been 
determined unsuitable for exhibit, must be picked up within 2 weeks of being notified by the Collective unless special 
arrangements are made. Artist shall be responsible for any return shipping costs.  

12) The Collective is not responsible for insurance, theft, loss or damage during shipping or display in the Collective.  
13) Artist agrees that work may be photographed and displayed for promotional purposes without compensation to the Artist.  
14) The proceeds for the sale of any Artwork that is exhibited at the Collective must go through the Collective. The Collective 

shall be entitled to the agreed upon commission in the event artwork exhibited at the Collective is sold through a separate 
channel including, but not limited to, social media platforms or art fairs.  

15) This agreement will continue in effect until the end of the Exhibition Period or until one of the undersigned parties notifies 
the other in writing that this agreement is terminated. 

16) Either party may terminate this agreement by giving 15 days advance written notice of termination.  
17) This Agreement represents the entire agreement between the Artist and Northern Arts Collective. It may only be amended 

by written instrument signed by both parties.  
18) This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Wisconsin.  

 
 
Artist _______________________________________________________ Date ________________  
 
 
Northern Arts, LLC ____________________________________________ Date ________________ 


